Woody Tom Drums
Quality Hand Crafted Percussion Instruments

Beautiful Wood Tones
Textured Surface Enhances Brush Play
Crisp Clean Snare Effect
“The Woody line of tom drums really extend the options that I have
when configuring a setup for every gig. The tones continue in the
family of the Studio Cajon and Brush Box that I’ve become accustomed
to. Adding Woodys opens up more dynamic options to support the
artists that I play for.”

Dave Woodard
Professional Drummer

The Woody tom drums by Croaker Percussion are a high-quality acoustic wood
surface tom drum developed to fill the need for a an expanded set of wood tones
available for those acoustic gigs. The Woody line of tom drums are tuned to give a
balanced dynamic range while providing superior sound qualities.
Each Woody is a regular hexagon of varying size and depth with appropriately
sized sound ports. The shell is made from solid Maple and the tapa is an exotic
veneer on birch plywood providing stunning sonic and visual presentation on
stage. The tapa is secured with stainless steel screws and the outer finish is clear
lacquer.
All Woody drums can fit in a standard snare basket. Little Woody and The Woody
are available with an optional L-Rod mount installed for ease of use and
integration with existing systems. The Big Woody is available with optionally
installed floor tom leg mounts with legs and include memory locks for quick setup.
Woody drums are available in three sizes.
Little Woody is approximately 14.5” x 13” x 3.5”.
The Woody is approximately 18" x 16" x 5.5".
Big Woody is approximately 18" x 16" x 7.5".
Croaker Percussion is dedicated to creating percussion instruments for
professionals and those that aspire to play and sound like professionals.
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